Dear Students,

Hong Kong Applied Science and Technology Research Institute (ASTRI) would like to invite both Undergraduate and Postgraduate students from Computer Science/ Computer Engineering/ Electronic Engineering/ Mechanical Engineering/ Information Engineering/ Biomedical Engineering/ Physics/ Mathematics/ Chemistry or any related discipline to join our upcoming Recruitment Talk with the following details:

ASTRI Recruitment Talk @ CityU
Date: 9 Feb 2017 (Thu)
Time: 3:30pm – 5:00pm
Venue: Lecture Theatre 10, 4/F Academic 1, City University of Hong Kong

*Please register via [https://goo.gl/forms/AuEMadbuVNvNob8f1](https://goo.gl/forms/AuEMadbuVNvNob8f1)*

To learn more about us, please visit our webpage via [http://www.astri.org/](http://www.astri.org/).

For enquiries, pls email talent@astri.org for more information.

Best Regards,
Talent Acquisition Team
ASTRI
HONG KONG APPLIED SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY RESEARCH INSTITUTE

Hong Kong Applied Science and Technology Research Institute Company Limited (ASTRI) was founded by the Government of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region in 2000 with the mission of enhancing Hong Kong’s competitiveness in technology-based industries through applied research. Five areas of applications including financial technologies, intelligent manufacturing, next generation network, health technologies, and smart city are identified for major pursuits.

THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG
Lecture Theatre 10, 4/F Academic 1
City University of Hong Kong

RECRUITMENT TALK HIGHLIGHTS

- Sharing ASTRI’s Technologies by Technical Leaders
- Alumni Sharing
- Networking session with alumni and speakers
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